A novel green approach for reduction of free standing graphene oxide: electrical and electronic structural investigations.
Ion beam irradiation technique has been proposed, for efficient, fast and eco-friendly reduction of graphene oxide (GO), as an alternative to the conventional methods. 5 MeV, Au+ ion beam has been used to reduce the free standing GO flake. Both electronic and nuclear energy loss mechanisms of the irradiation process play a major role in removal of oxygen moieties and recovery of graphene network. Atomic resolution scanning tunnelling microscopy analysis of the irradiated GO flake shows the characteristic honeycomb structure of graphene. X-ray absorption near edge structure analysis at C K-edge reveals that the features of the irradiated GO flake resemble the few layer graphene. Resonant Rutherford backscattering spectrometry analysis evidenced an enhanced C/O ratio of ∼23 in the irradiated GO. In situ sheet resistance measurements exhibit a sharp decrease of resistance (few 100 s of Ω) at a fluence of 6.5 × 1014 ions cm-2. Photoluminescence spectroscopic analysis of irradiated GO shows a sharp blue emission, while pristine GO exhibits a broad emission in the visible-near IR region. Region selective reduction, tunable electrical and optical properties by controlling C/O ratio makes ion irradiation as a versatile tool for the green reduction of GO for diverse applications.